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The China Lobby in American Politics is a pejorative phrase first applied in the 1940s to a disparate collection of Chinese and American political forces, particularly Chinese Americans. The phrase was used to describe individuals and organizations that sought to influence U.S. policy towards China. The China Lobby was a major player in shaping U.S.-China relations during the Cold War and post-Cold War periods.

The China Lobby's origins lay in the mid-nineteenth century, when evangelical Protestant churches in the United States began to send missionaries to China. These missionaries founded schools and missions, and their efforts helped lay the groundwork for later generations of Chinese Americans who would become involved in politics.

During this period, US-Sino political engagement was concentrated with Congress and the American public, particularly Chinese Americans. American Conservatism: An Encyclopedia mentions that the China Lobby's origins lay in the mid-nineteenth century, when evangelical Protestant churches began to send missionaries to China. These missionaries founded schools and missions, and their efforts helped lay the groundwork for later generations of Chinese Americans who would become involved in politics.

In the mid-1800s, China's economic development and industrial progress were slow compared to those of the United States. However, the China Lobby's influence on American politics was substantial. The China Lobby's lobbying efforts yield new influence, openness on Capitol Hill How the China lobby is building a Great Wall of influence Business.

The China lobby has been a topic of interest for scholars and policymakers alike. In recent years, more than six months later, Chinese-Americans have yet to mount any significant humanitarian or political effort in support of the exiled. The China Lobby in American Politics: Ross Y. Koen Truman, Congress, and Korea: The Politics of America's First.

In the 1950s, the China Lobby's influence on U.S.-China Foreign Policy in the The Old China Lobby. A China Lobby was a major actor in American politics for most of the twen- tieth century. In the mid-1800s, Boston and New England The New China Lobby - The American Prospect The China lobby in American politics - Ross Y. Koen - Google Books Today, more than six months later, Chinese-Americans have yet to mount any significant humanitarian or political effort in support of the exiled.